
Still water was for wimps.  After a distant memory of canoeing the whole of Loch Ness and  
a brief reminder on Ness and Lochy—we felt inspired and drawn to the promised partial 

flooding of the River Moriston. The map didn't show         
anything to scare us—major rapid runs or water falls - so 
after a quick viewing on a jaunt into the hills above          
Invergarry and beyond, we decided on a launch point to set 
out from the next day.  Our bed and breakfast supplier said 
he’d kayaked the stretch in spate and it would be OK for 
still water nerds. 
 

Bright - though not too early - we took the road out of Invermoriston that headed for Skye.  
We had a dodgy first few minutes afloat to contend with as there wasn’t quite enough    
water for a smooth slip into the flow, but soon we 
were off. The current settled down and at times 
was quite sluggish –a broad open and sedate      
river—not much different from our experience on 
the flat lochs. At other time as the river descend a 
little more quickly and the  current picked up. The 
noise of disturbed water could be heard in plenty 
of time to prepare—pick the deeper part of the 
river, sit in the bottom of the canoe for stability 
and paddle like mad to get through the ‘trying’ 
part of the run. On more than one occasion we planned a route and hit the whiter water at 
a lick and were though before the river took control. By this comment you will have 
guessed that a longer stretch of ‘troubled water’ and the river turned us as easily as a stick 
in a weir eddy. However, on each occasion this happened we gained control pretty quickly. 
Nerds indeed! 
 

Then came the fall - probable the least of the rapid we shot. Preparation minimal—we    
didn't even put the camera away. Jim in the bottom of the boat, Simon up front the           
obvious route chosen and we were off. Some sublimely deep paddles and we were racing. 
Simon saw a salmon leap the rapid as the canoe shot into the sluice. The great boulder just 
below the surface said halt and the canoe did. Simon continued forward, his arm up to the 
shoulder in the river before together he and Jim right the capsizing craft. A couple of        
gallons of  water were taken on board which then ran back to inundate the seated Jim.  
 

A few choice words. Half an hour on the grassy bank to dry out and flash back to the near 
death experience, time in which the logistic help was nowhere to be seen. Well not until 
the emergency tot was administered and Joe’s  twitching opportunity abandoned as he 
bounced across a field to help with a sip. No serious damage done - a dint in the canoe that 
by the next morning had disappeared and whole new adventure  to relive and retell. 
 

What awaits on the West Highland Way? 

White waters for Beginners? 

 

 


